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Abstract. Let s be the ratio of the cost for purchasing skis over the
cost for renting them. Then the famous result for the ski-rental prob-
lem shows that skiers should buy their skis after renting them (s ¡ 1)
times, which gives us an optimal competitive ratio of 2¡1=s. In practice,
however, it appears that many skiers buy their skis before this optimal
point of time and also many skiers keep renting them forever. In this
paper we show that this behavior of skiers is quite reasonable by using
an average-case competitive ratio. For an exponential input distribution
f(t) = ¸e¡¸t, optimal strategies are (i) if 1=¸ · s, then skiers should
rent their skis forever and (ii) otherwise they should purchase them after
renting approximately s2¸ (< s) times. Thus average-case competitive
analyses give us the result which di®ers from the worst-case competitive
analysis and also di®ers from the traditional average cost analysis. Other
distributions and related problems are also discussed.
Suppose that the costs of renting and purchasing skis are $100 (per ski tour)
and $1000, respectively. Then the well-known result for the ski-rental problem
says that skiers should rent skis for the ¯rst nine (= (1000 ¡ 100)=100) times
and should purchase them when going to the tenth. This strategy gives us an
optimal competitive ratio (= 1:9 for this price setting) [Kar92]. In practice,
however, many skiers seem to buy their skis earlier than this optimal point of
time or to keep renting them forever. In this paper we show that this common
behavior of skiers is quite reasonable from a theoretical point of view, using
average-case competitive analyses.
Average-case analyses for the competitive ratio of online problems have rarely
appeared in the literature, although they are quite popular in other areas of al-
gorithms. The reason is probably as follows: An online problem can be regarded
as a game between an online player and an adversary. The adversary selects
the input which attacks weakest points of the online player's strategy. To make
this possible, the adversary must have the freedom of selecting inputs without
any restriction. Note that average-case analyses assume some input distribution,
which is public to the online player. The adversary of course has to follow the
distribution and this can be a signi¯cant restriction against the adversary's free-
dom, or even destroy the essence of online games. This seems to be a common
perception of most researchers who have had a negative attitude against such a
model.
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In this paper we reconsider this common perception, and claim that average-
case competitive analyses occasionally provide us with even more interesting
results compared with the conventional worst-case analysis. Our problem here is
the ski-rental problem already mentioned. The costs of renting and purchasing
skis are denoted by 1 and s, respectively. An online algorithm for this problem is
determined completely by deciding how many (= k) times the skier should rent
skis before buying them, and therefore such an algorithm is denoted by A(k).
We use a continuous model merely because of the ease of calculation. It should
be noted that similar results are obtained by using an equivalent discrete model
and we often use the terminology of the discrete model, such as \in each occasion
of going to a ski tour." Let alg(k; t) and opt(t) denote the cost of the online
algorithm and the cost of the optimal o²ine algorithm, respectively, where t is
the total number of times the skier goes skiing. Apparently,
alg(k; t) =
½
t; 0 · t · k;
k + s; k < t; (1)
opt(t) = min(s; t): (2)
The worst-case competitive ratio for the algorithm A(k) is denoted by
maxt (alg(k; t)=opt(t)) :
Lemma 1. The following strategy provides an optimal worst-case competitive
ratio of 2: the skier should purchase skis after renting s times.
Now let f(t) be a probability density function for the input distribution.
Then we can de¯ne the average-case competitive ratio as
c(k) = E
·
alg(k; t)
opt(t)
¸
=
Z 1
0
alg(k; t)
opt(t)
¢ f(t) dt: (3)
As the function f(t), we use a so-called exponential distribution de¯ned by
f(t) = ¸e¡¸t (¸ > 0): (4)
As mentioned before, this distribution means that on each occasion the skier
continues to go skiing with probability 1¡ ¸ and quits skiing with ¸. Note that
its mean value
R1
0
t¸e¡¸t dt is equal to 1=¸, which shows how many times in
total the skier goes skiing on average.
We calculate (3) for two regions 0 < k · s and s < k, for which the value of
c(k) is denoted by c1(k) and c2(k), respectively. For 0 < k · s, one can obtain
c1(k) = 1¡ e¡¸k + (k + s)
Z s
k
1
t
¸e¡¸t dt+
k + s
s
e¡¸s
= 1¡ e¡¸k + ¸(k + s)(Ei(¡¸s)¡ Ei(¡¸k)) + k + s
s
e¡¸s; (5)
where Ei(¡x) = ¡ R1
x
(e¡t=t) dt, called the exponential integral, cannot be
expressed as an elementary function [MUH56]. On the other hand, for s < k, we
2
can obtain
c2(k) = 1 +
1
¸s
e¡¸s ¡
µ
1
¸s
¡ 1
¶
e¡¸k: (6)
Optimal strategies of the online player di®er depending on whether 1=¸ · s
or 1=¸ > s. Note that 1=¸ · s means that the average number of total ski tours
is equal to or less than the cost of purchase.
Theorem 1. The following strategy provides an optimal average-case compet-
itive ratio for the exponential input distribution f(t) = ¸e¡¸t: (i) If 1=¸ · s,
then the skier should rent skis forever. (ii) Otherwise, the skier should purchase
skis after renting k0 times, where k0 satis¯es s2¸¡ s=10 < k0 < s2¸.
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